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 of Screen Studies, considers the relationship of the film screen to eighteenth- and
 nineteenth-century practices involving light and sound, moving pictures, and chang-
 ing audioscapes. Huhtamo's archaeological approach opens up the history of the film

 screen to lively, hybrid cultural forms that were public and private, live and recorded,

 impromptu and scripted. Huhtamo continues his call for a complex and nimble set of
 tools to account for the variety of moving pictures and their presentation contexts. A

 history of touch, he declares, is inevitably next.

 The final essay is by Charles Acland, who begins with Marshall McLuhan and ends

 with Roland Barthes, unlikely partners. He does so in order to work through some
 general questions: What is a screen? Why should we study it? For Acland, screens are,

 at their most basic, "surfaces for animation." But they are brought to life by a stunning

 array of tendencies and technologies. Acland argues that our examination of such
 things must always be informed by attention to the ways in which technologies are con-

 stituted, never forgetting the realities of a "messy humanity," one subject to organic

 sensibilities that defy systematization. Equally important are the persistent hierarchies

 of value that seek to impose order on all practices, including screen practices.

 Collectively, these authors address film screens big and small, old and new, con-
 cealed and apparent. Such screens have shaped exhibition venues public and private,
 with audiences of many and of one. While each of these essays approaches the screen
 somewhat differently, in order to achieve different ends, sill demonstrate that the screen

 itself is a productive entry point into questioning the theory (or the metaphor, if you

 will) of a singular "cinematic apparatus." The goal is to complicate cinema now and
 throughout history, presupposing that the term "cinema" designates not a singular
 articulation but a multiple and changing one. The challenge is considerable. The more
 we look back, the more dynamic the screen seems to become. *

 I

 Screen Tests: Why Do We Need
 an Archaeology of the Screen?
 by Erkki Huhtamo

 Some is everyone sounds spent years like staring living ago a blatant I in began at the screens."1 truism: highly an article mediatized Surely "An calling increasing everyone for and "screenology" technologized part knows of our that daily with - parts at what least lives of

 sounds like a blatant truism: "An increasing part of our daily lives
 is spent staring at screens."1 Surely everyone knows that - at least

 everyone living in the highly mediatized and technologized parts of
 the world. What many don't know is that they know. How often do users

 of smart phones think about the curious shifts of perception between noth-

 ing less than ontological realms that take place when they move their gaze

 1 Erkki Huhtamo, "Elements of Screenology: Toward an Archaeology of the Screen," ICONICS: International

 Studies of the Modern Image 7 (2004): 31-82.
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 from the screen to other humans, to the surrounding landscape, to another screen, and

 back again, in rapid succession?
 As they become part of the practices of everyday life, screens have a tendency to be-

 come invisible; they mediate perceptions and interactions, effacing their own identities in

 the process. We don't stare at the screen; we gaze at what it transmits. But there is more:

 screens also hide the history of their own becoming, turning into a kind of ever-present

 nonpresence, an anomalous object.
 This is one of the reasons why I have been call-

 ing for screenology, a hypothetical branch of Me-

 dia Studies that would focus not "only on screens

 as designed artifacts, but also on their uses, their
 intermedial relations with other cultural forms

 and on the discourses that have enveloped them in

 different times and places."2 Screenology, or an ar-

 chaeology of the screen, is needed to make screens

 visible again - to frame them, so to speak - and to
 break the illusion of timelessness, of media with-

 out history, that they sustain.

 An obvious way to start is by tracing etymolo-

 gies and early trajectories. Objects identified 21s
 screens in the past have not always functioned
 as the screens of today. Huge varieties of deco-
 rated "fire screens" were produced to guard
 humans from heat or light or gaze; an interplay
 between hiding and revealing came about as dis-
 play screens gradually developed. "Mechanical"
 or "panorama" screens were produced in France
 in the 1820s and 1830s (Figure 1). They could be
 used as handheld fire screens, but they also con-

 Figure 1. Écran panoramas, or panorama
 hand screens, were produced in France in the
 1820s and 1830s and were used as hand-

 held fire screens; they also contained trans-
 lucent images (from the author's collection).

 tained translucent images - sometimes long rolls of them - that could be manipulated
 by the user; this distanced them from the "proto-screens" of the past and pointed to-
 ward new uses and definitions within what we now call "media culture."

 In the reverse case, there have been cultural objects that have not been identi-
 fied as screens, but have nevertheless functioned as surfaces for retrieving and trans-
 mitting visual information. The famous "special effect" Nostradamus is said to have
 concocted - a vision in a mirror of the future kings of France, which he displayed to
 the concerned queen Catherine de' Medici - is a famous example of "magic media."
 (How the trick was produced is still under debate.)3 The enchanted mirrors in Jean
 Cocteau 's Beauty and the Beast (La belle et la bête' 1946) belong to the same trajectory, as

 do the mirrors that metaphorically mediate between different realms of being in his
 The Blood of a Poet {Le sang d'un poète ; 1930) and Orphée (1950).

 2 Ibid., 32.

 3 Jurgis Baltrusaitis, Le miroir: Révélations, science-fiction et fallacies (Paris: Elmayan / Le Seuil, 1978), 184-187,
 206-208.
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 A useful opening toward developing an archaeology of the screen was Charles
 Musser's concept of the "history of screen practice," introduced in 1984.4 Musser
 suggested the idea of cinema "as a continuation and transformation of magic lantern
 traditions in which showmen displayed images on a screen, accompanying them with
 voice, music, and sound effects."5 The entire first chapter of Musser's The Emergence

 of Cinema was dedicated to forms that preceded the appearance of "modern motion
 pictures."6 Musser traced the history of screen practice to the seventeenth century, in

 particular to the influence of the Jesuit polymath Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680).
 Although Kircher could not be credited as the inventor of the magic lantern (an honor

 assigned to the Dutch scientist Christiaan Huygens), he was, according to Musser, en-
 gaged in the "démystification of the projected image."7

 In comparing Kircher's parastatic microscope, a handheld viewing device for peep-
 ing at images painted on a rotary glass disc, with the magic lantern, Musser made a
 very important point: "The two instruments shared many elements - including subject

 matter - but had distinctive qualities as well. One encouraged collective viewing, the
 other private spectatorship and voyeuristic satisfaction. These two ways of seeing im-
 ages were to produce closely related, overlapping practices that paralleled each other
 throughout the period covered by this volume [up to 1907]."8 Thus, since the sev-
 enteenth century the history of projected images has been accompanied by another
 trajectory based on peeping at them through lenses. I have proposed to call it the "his-

 tory of peep practice."9 Obviously we are not dealing with screens here, at least not
 in the familiar sense of slide and film projections. The situation becomes even more

 complicated if we start admitting other "screen-like" phenomena and situations into

 the discussion. What should we do with a phenomenon like the moving panorama,
 which was related to magic lantern shows by many complex threads and purportedly
 influenced early film culture as well?10

 The moving panorama used neither projection nor screen per se; it was a very
 long painting - a premarked material surface - that was mechanically unrolled in
 front of an audience across a kind of presentation window. If we define the screen
 as a blank surface to be filled with visual information by means of luminous projec-
 tion, the moving panorama show obviously does not qualify as a screen practice (al-
 though the painting did become a "screen" for rear-projected "dioramic" light effects).

 However, if we take into consideration the presentation apparatus and ponder how
 it was activated in actual performances, the situation must be understood differently.

 4 Charles Musser, "Toward a History of Screen Practice," Quarterly Review of Film Studies 9, no. 1 (Winter 1984):
 59-69.

 5 Ibid., 59.

 6 Charles Musser, The Emergence of Cinema: The American Screen to 1 907 (Berkeley: University of California Press,
 1990), 55.

 7 Ibid., 19.

 8 Ibid., 22.

 9 Erkki Huhtamo, "Toward a History of Peep Practice," in A Companion to Early Cinema, ed. André Gaudreault,

 Nicolas Dulac, and Santiago Hidalgo (Oxford: John Wiley, forthcoming 2012).

 10 See Erkki Huhtamo, Illusions in Motion: A Media Archaeology of the Moving Panorama and Related Spectacles
 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, forthcoming 2012).
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 From such a perspective, the magic lan-
 tern show, the moving panorama show,
 and the early moving picture show had
 much in common: the audience sat fac-

 ing the presentation, a lecturer explained

 the pictures, live music and sound effects

 accompanied the show, and so on.
 The age-old tradition of shadow

 theater uses projections on a screen, al-
 beit technically simple ones. Shouldn't
 it be part of the history of screen
 practice? Indeed, isn't shadow the-
 ater its oldest ur-form? I think so, al-

 though the influence that ombres chinoises

 - performed in public places and private
 nurseries alike - exerted on film culture

 was not direct or obvious. Although it
 was not a decisive factor in the advent of

 film, it was certainly part of the complex
 of factors. The famous "ombroman" Fé-

 licién Trevey, who used only his hands to

 project amazing scenes on a screen, obvi-
 ously grasped the connection, becoming
 a manager for the Lumière brothers.11

 Figure 2. Le chanteur en foire ( Bänkelsänger) , a
 1766 engraving by Romanet from a painting by J. C.
 Seekaz, points to another avenue of exploration for
 "screenology" (from the author's collection).

 There are more complicated cases to include in our archaeology of the screen. The
 Bönkelsong is one of them. It was once a popular form of visual storytelling - like the

 shadow theater and the moving panorama - but it has been largely neglected by me-
 dia historians, perhaps because of its lack of "media technology."12 Widely known in
 Europe from the seventeenth century, the Bänkelsänger (bench singer, or chanteur en foire)

 was a wandering entertainer-newscaster, whom numerous illustrations depict standing

 on a scaffold, pointing at a large sheet of pictures, and interpreting them with songs
 and stories (Figure 2). The presentations combined current affairs with sensationalist
 and moralistic accounts of catastrophes, wars, murders, illicit love affairs, and so on.
 Musical accompaniment was often provided, and the singer's companions - often his
 wife and children - sold song broadsides for a living.13

 It could be argued that because of the arrangement of its "apparatus," the Bänkel-
 sang deserves to be associated with the history of screen practice, and perhaps included

 11 See Jac Remise, Pascale Remise, and Regis van de Valle, Magie lumineuse du théâtre d'ombres à la lanterne
 magique (Tours, France: Balland, 1979), 294-301.

 12 Friedrich von Zglinicki's Der Weg des Films: Textband (Hildesheim, Germany: Olms Presse, 1979) is one of the few

 works on visual media dealing with Bänkelsang. The alternative title, Moritatensänger, refers to murders and other

 gruesome events as subject matter.

 13 Song broadsides sold by traveling peddlers were popular already in the sixteenth century, made possible by the

 Gutenberg printing press.
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 in it. And how about "lightning sketches," live performances in which a master
 draughtsman surprised the audience with amazing drawings that kept transforming as

 if by magic?14 The presentation medium was the blackboard, the standard accessory
 of any schoolhouse. However, it functioned as a screen that was highly "interactive."
 I have mentioned these random examples to show that defining either "screen" or
 "screen practice" is anything but self-evident.

 To take further steps toward screenology, we must do more research on all these
 apparatuses, their relationships, and the discursive manifestations they have evoked

 along the way. To accomplish this, we need excavations that penetrate beyond the
 obvious and the seemingly clearly delineated. Last but not least, we must abandon
 received definitions and categorizations of what constitutes a screen. To complicate
 things further, analyzing screens and screen practices will very probably not be enough

 to account for the incredible variety of moving pictures and their presentation con-

 texts. It may be necessary to identify related and overlapping practices, including what

 I have tentatively called "touch practice."15 In sum, considering film screens, television

 screens, or mobile phone screens in isolation is not enough; we have to understand
 their interrelationships and the processes of their mutual becoming. *

 14 Donald Crafton, Before Mickey: The Animated Film , 1898-1928 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1984), 49-57. As
 Crafton shows, lightning sketches influenced early trick film.

 15 See Erkki Huhtamo, "Natural Magic: A Short Cultural History of Moving Images," in The Routledge Companion to

 Film History, ed. William Guynn (Oxon, UK: Routledge, 2010), 3-15; Huhtamo, "Twin-Touch-Test-Redux: Media

 Archaeological Approach to Art, Interactivity, and Tactility," in MediaArtHistories, ed. Oliver Grau (Cambridge, MA:

 MIT Press, 2006), 71-101; Huhtamo, "'Shaken Hands with Statues . . .': On Art, Interactivity and Tactility," in

 Second Natures: Faculty Exhibition of the UCLA Design / Media Arts Department, ed. Christiane Paul (Los Angeles:

 Regents of the University of California, 2006), 17-21.

 Suitcase Cinema

 by Haidee Wasson

 When tograph tor the 40, machine did also the Company film known espoused screen announced as the a grow devout "Add-a-Unit." a handle? a new multimedia 16mm In Sold 1939, film modularity from the projector, Victor 1939 (Figures to the Anima- 1947, Vic- 1

 tograph Company announced a new 16mm film projector, the Vic-
 tor 40, also known as the "Add-a-Unit." Sold from 1939 to 1947,

 the machine espoused a devout multimedia modularity (Figures 1
 and 2). The Add-a-Unit could be purchased with a range of lenses, a record

 player, a radio, a microphone, a public address system, a sound recording
 unit, multiple speakers, and an auxiliary amplifying unit. The Add-a-Unit
 invited users to create their own live or recorded soundtracks. It allowed

 them to turn the volume up or down, to make the image bigger or smaller.

 The projector had the ability to play at different speeds and to be stopped,

 in order to project a single film frame in suspended form. Thus, the user
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